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Abstract 
Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph on n >/24 vertices containing no Kin÷ i- If 
[E(G)] >/ (n -17 -- k) +(m - l ) (k+ 1) 
2 2 + 33, 
where k = Ln - 17/m J, then either G has a nowhere-zero 4-flow, or G can be contracted to the 
Petersen graph. This is a generalization of a result in [4]. 
Let k be an integer. A nowhere-zero k-flow cf a graph G is an assignment of edge 
directions and integer weights in the range of {1 . . . . .  k - 1} to the edges of G such 
that, at each. vertex of G, the amount of flow in is the same as the amount of flow out. 
The family of graphs that admit a nowhere-zero k-flow is denoted by F~. Tutte [3] 
conjectured that if a 2-edge-connected graph G does not have a subgraph contractible 
to the Petersen graph, then G e F4. Let O(G) denote the set of vertices of odd degree in 
G. A graph G is called collapsible if, for every even set X ~_ V(G), there is a spanning 
connected subgraph Hx of G, such that O(Hx) = X. In [-1], Catlin showed that every 
graph G has a unique reduction, denoted by G', which is obtained from G by 
repeatedly contracting non-trivial collapsible subgraphs until none remains. A graph 
G is reduced if G -- G'. Catlin proved the following. 
Theorem A (Catlin [2, I]). Let G be a graph. Let G' be the reduction of G. Then 
(a) l f  G is a reduced graph of order n, then G is simple and K3-free with 6(G) <~ 3 and 
either G e {KI, K2}, or IE(G)I ~< 2n -4 .  
(b) G e 1:4 if and only if G' e F4. 
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Theorem B (Lai [4]). Let G be a 2-edge-connected graph of order n <~ 17. Then either 
G ~ F4, or G can be contracted to the Petersen graph. 
Using Theorem A and Theorem B, Lai showed that 
Theorem C (Lai [4]). Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph on n vertices. I f  
I E(G)I/> ( "-2 zT) + 34, then either G has a nowhere-zero 4-flow, or G can be contracted 
to the Petersen graph. 
In this note, we shall generalize Theorem C. 
Let n and m be natural numbers and 2 ~< m ~< n. Define t(m, n) as the following: 
= k /+ (m - (1) 
where k = Ln/mJ. Let T,,., be tile complete m-partite graph of order n in which all 
parts are as equal (in number of vertices) as possible. Then ]E(T,,.,)] = t(m,n). For 
a graph G, the order of the maximum complete subgraph of G is called the clique 
mnnber of G and denoted by cl(G). 
Theorem D (Turfin [5]). l.f a graph G of order n has its size IE(G)I > t(m,n), then 
el(G) >>. m + 1. 
By combining Turfin's and Catlin's theorems, one can easily obtain the following: 
Theorem I. Let G he a 2-edge-connected simple Ks-free graph of order n and let p >, 2 
l [n >1 p + 6 and ]E(G)[ >~ t(2, n - p + l) + 2p - 3, then the reduction of G has order 
h, ss than p. 
Theorem 2. Let n, m and p he natural numbers, m, p >I 2. Let G be a 2-ed.qe-connected 
simple graph of order I1 with cl(G) = in. l f  n >i p + 6 and 
IE(G)I >/t(m.n - p + 1) + 2p - 3. (2) 
then the reduction of G has order less than p. 
Proe,f (Outline). i fm = 2, then we are done by Theorem 1. Hence, assume m/> 3. Let 
G, be the Kr f ree graph obtained from G by repeatedly contracting triangles until 
none remains. Set n~ = IV(G01. Let 6;' be the reduction of G and GI, and set 
c = I I/(G')I. By Theorems D and A, and by (2), it is easy to show that c ~= p. Next we 
only need to show that c < p. By contradiction, suppose that c > p. Note that it is easy 
to show that 
/(m.a + h -- 1)/> t(2.a) + t(m.b) + e(m.a.b). (3) 
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where a i> 2 and b/> 3 are integers, and 
t l if a=2 and b=m=3,  
~(m,a,b)= 2 if a=2 and max{b,m}>3,  
3 if a>2.  
By Theorem D, (2) and (3) (with a = nl - p + 1 and b = n - nl + 1), 
IE(G~)I >I [E(G)I - t(m,a) >I t(2,a) + 2p - 3 + e(m,a,b). (4) 
Set e = e(m,a,b). I fnt  1> p + 6, then we are done by Theorem 1, (4) and e > 0. 
Next, we consider the case p + 1 ~< nt ~< p + 5. It is easy to show that GI is 
a reduced graph in this case. By (4), (1), and Theorem A(a), 
2n i -41>[E(G l ) l t>(n l -p+1)  2-1 - l _2p_3+t .  (5) 
4 
By (5), p+l~<nl~<p+5,  and ~>0,  we shall have ~=1.  Then by (3), m=3,  
a=nt -p+l=2andb=3.  By(4) , lE (G l )11>t(2 ,2 )+2p-2=2p- l=2n~-3 ,  
contrary to Theorem A(a). []  
The following corollaries are immediate consequences of Theorems 2 and B. 
Corollary 3. Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple K3-free graph of  order n. l f  n >1 24 and 
]E(G)] t> t(2,n - 17) + 33, then either G has a nowhere-zero 4-flow or G can be 
contracted to the Petersen graph. 
Corollary 4. Let G be a 2-edge-connected simple graph on n vertices with clique number 
m = cl(G) >>, 3. I fn  >1 24 and [E(G)] I> t(m,n - 17) + 33, then either G has a nowhere- 
zero 4-flow, or G can be contracted to the Petersen graph. 
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